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Sustainability messaging
needs to be simple,
obvious and easily
attainable to break
through to today's busy
consumers.

The Sustainable Consumer - Canada - 2023

This report looks at the following areas:

• Sustainability's importance in the mind of the
consumer
• A comparison of pride in sustainability versus
guilt about unsustainability
• The industries consumers believe are having the
largest negative impact on the environment
• What 'red flags' consumers perceive as clear
indicators that a product isn't sustainable
• Gauging consumers' awareness and knowledge of different sustainability concepts
• What types of activities and behaviours consumers are willing to do to become more
sustainable
• How companies can best support sustainability groups and initiatives in order to build
goodwill with consumers

Overview

As front-and-centre as sustainability has become, it still takes a back seat to purchase factors
like price, quality and convenience. That's not to say that sustainability isn't important, but it
gives context to its role in the market. Companies need to find balance by providing win-win
sustainable solutions to consumers that make a difference but require minimal sacrifice.

Attitudes towards sustainability are also connected to economic trends. As budgets tighten,
consumers prioritize their immediate needs. Sustainable solutions that also offer savings (eg
secondhand shopping, home vegetable gardens) can gain in relevance, while solutions that
cost money (eg higher prices for sustainable products) will be dismissed as unaffordable.
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A major challenge is ensuring ROI for these sustainable investments. Familiarity is still low for
many sustainability concepts like regenerative agriculture and the Rainforest Alliance.
Companies must therefore find solutions that are simple and tangible for consumers, yet also
effective and financially feasible.

But while it's a difficult needle to thread, there is a clear roadmap for companies. Focusing on
simple, easy, fun, win-win solutions will resonate best with consumers – who have shown that
they want to be sustainable, but in ways that don't disrupt their current lifestyles.
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Report Content

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Key issues covered in this Report

• Overview

• What you need to know

Consumer trends: key takeaways

• Sustainability is secondary, but it can't be ignored

• Driven by pride, but guilt is catching up

• Packaging is a focal point for consumers

• Consumers gravitate to win-win solutions

• Consumers are still learning the lingo

Market predictions

• Market overview

• Outlook for sustainable consumption

• Opportunities

• Challenges

CONSUMER INSIGHTS

Consumer fast facts

Consumer fast facts (continued)

The role of sustainability in purchase decisions

• Putting sustainability in perspective

• Some consumer groups are particularly unlikely to consider sustainability

- Graph 1: sustainability as a top-of-mind factor when making a purchase decision, by region, 2023

- Graph 2: sustainability as a top-of-mind factor when making a purchase decision, by age and gender, 2023

• Sustainable consumption is difficult

• Sustainability requires sacrifices many aren't ready to make

• But there is still major risk for companies that ignore it

- Graph 3: "I've stopped purchasing from a brand I like because it wasn't acting sustainably" (% agree), by generation,

2023

• Sustainability needs to work in concert with other factors
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How consumers feel about sustainability

• Sustainability is more about pride than guilt

- Graph 4: feelings about sustainable habits/behaviours (% agree), 2023

• Positivity isn't confined to a brand's products

• Lay's RePlay creates "moments of joy"

• The gap between pride and guilt is closing

- Graph 5: feelings about sustainable habits/behaviours (% agree), by generation, 2023

• 'Guilt-free' sustainability tactics should target specific groups

- Graph 6: "I feel guilty about my unsustainable habits/behaviours" (% agree), by time in Canada, parental status and

social media usage, 2023

• Tentree clothing is an example of guilt-free consumption

• Guilt-free consumption is nothing new to the food industry

• A strategy for today and tomorrow

Consumers' industries of focus

• Transportation is in the spotlight

- Graph 7: industries with the largest negative impact on the environment, 2023

• The spotlight on transportation is sparking change

• Google Maps makes day-to-day sustainability easier

• Younger consumers have a more balanced perspective on industries

- Graph 8: industries with the largest negative impact on the environment, Gen Z vs overall, 2023

• Industries of focus will shift; companies should be prepared for more attention

• The focus for food is on packaging and animal agriculture

- Graph 9: industries with the largest negative impact on the environment – food, by gender, 2023

• Giving consumers sustainable packaging options

• Concerns about animal agriculture drive action, transparency

• Younger women are conscious of their wardrobe's effect on the environment

- Graph 10: industries with the largest negative impact on the environment - fashion/apparel, by age and gender, 2023

• Different approaches to sustainable clothing

• Younger consumers do have a paradox, though

• Industries should make it easy to be sustainable

Red flags that signal unsustainability to shoppers

• Shoppers are looking closely at packaging

- Graph 11: indicators that a product is not sustainable, 2023

• Unprompted, consumers bring up plastic as a red flag

• Older consumers are more concerned about packaging

- Graph 12: indicators that a product is not sustainable – packaging, by generation, 2023
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• Companies are already taking steps

• Have a conversation with consumers

• Packaging choices aren't always obvious

• Give shoppers some agency in the process

• Concern with cheap goods opens the door for quality brands

- Graph 13: indicators that a product is not sustainable, 2023

• Repositioning lifetime warranties as sustainable

• Imports are a blind spot for younger consumers

- Graph 14: indicators that a product is not sustainable – imported from outside of Canada, by generation, 2023

• Opportunities and challenges

Awareness and knowledge of sustainability concepts

• Consumer knowledge varies greatly

- Graph 15: knowledge/awareness of sustainability terms/concepts, 2023

• Knowledge/awareness is similar across generations

- Graph 16: knowledge/awareness of sustainability terms/concepts – organic production, by generation, 2023

- Graph 17: knowledge/awareness of sustainability terms/concepts – biodegradable plastic, by generation, 2023

• These terms resonate because they're relatively simple ideas

• A lack of awareness create strategic hurdles

- Graph 18: knowledge/awareness of sustainability terms/concepts, 2023

• Knowledge and awareness should build in the years ahead

- Graph 19: knowledge/awareness of sustainability terms/concepts – regenerative agriculture, by generation, 2023

- Graph 20: knowledge/awareness of sustainability terms/concepts – B Corp Certification, by generation, 2023

• Find the right role for these concepts to play in marketing

• Common marketing terms have middling awareness

- Graph 21: knowledge/awareness of sustainability terms/concepts, 2023

• Focus on the details

• There's still confusion around recycling

• Varying levels of knowledge about recycling numbers

• But consumers want to recycle properly

How Canadians want to be more sustainable

• Help consumers help Earth

- Graph 22: willing to do to become more environmentally conscious, 2023

• Homemade products are win-win

- Graph 23: willing to do to become more environmentally conscious – make/grow products at home, by gender, 2023

• Sustainability is often a secondary by-product for growers

• Arm and Hammer offers DIY solutions to reduce waste

• Levi's teaches denim upcycling skills
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• Etsy promotes its creators' eco-friendly products

• Imports highlight an internal conflict for eco-friendly younger consumers

- Graph 24: willing to do to become more environmentally conscious – avoid buying imported goods whenever possible,

by generation, 2023

• Local as a lifestyle choice

• Secondhand purchases are relevant during tough economic times

- Graph 25: willing to do to become more environmentally conscious – buy secondhand more often, by current financial

situation and finances compared to a year ago, 2023

• IKEA is buying back used furniture

• Thrifting can be fun

• Interest wanes as the fun wears off

- Graph 26: willing to do to become more environmentally conscious, 2023

• Younger consumers are more open to research

- Graph 27: willing to do to become more environmentally conscious – spend more time researching which products are

more sustainable, by generation, 2023

• When it comes to sustainability, meet consumers in the middle

How companies can best support sustainability charities

• Charities are an opportunity for companies to create goodwill

- Graph 28: most effective ways for companies/brands to invest in sustainability, 2023

• Donating to established charities is the 'safe' strategy

• Buying carbon credits versus planting trees

• Tree planting is relevant across many categories

• Simplifying and optimizing charitable support

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES

Launch activity and innovation

• A&amp;W introduces reusable, exchangeable cups

• thredUP takes thrifting online

Marketing and advertising

• Environmental-ish: taking the guilt out of sustainability

• Amazon simplifies sustainable shopping

Opportunities

• Simple, tangible solutions to help consumers be more sustainable
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THE MARKET

Market context

• Canadian emissions are trending downwards

- Graph 29: greenhouse gas emissions per person, 1990-2021

• Oil and gas, transport contribute the most to Canada's GHG emissions

- Graph 30: greenhouse gas emissions by economic sector, 2021

Market drivers

• Canadian weather creates some sustainability limitations

- Graph 31: grocery items purchased in the past week, Canada vs US, 2023

• Sustainability isn't the only thing Canadians worry about

- Graph 32: top concerns over the next six months (NET – any rank), 2022-23

• Canadians' finances are getting tighter

- Graph 33: healthy finances (money left over at the end of the month), 2022-2023

• Sustainability concerns are a luxury

- Graph 34: top concerns over the next six months (NET – any rank) – climate change vs interest rates, by financial

situation, 2023

• Sustainability can be an affordable option

- Graph 35: Consumer Price Index of transportation (2012=100), 2021-23

• Carbon pollution pricing incentivizes sustainability

APPENDIX

• Consumer research methodology

• Consumer qualitative research

• Generations

• Terms

• Abbreviations
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Disclaimer
This is marketing intelligence published by Mintel.
The consumer research exclusively commissioned
by Mintel was conducted by Kantar Profiles (See
Research Methodology for more information).
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Any use and/or copying of this document is subject
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